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Abstract: In order to increase the production of 
the permanent grasslands and of grassland 
quality it is necessary to generalize some 
technologies elaborated basing on several 
scientific researches. However, these 
conditions must be differently applied 
depending on the local station conditions and 
on the real production capacity of each type of 
grassland. The production capacity of a 
grassland is determined by the production 
capacity of the vegetation and by the 
production capacity of the land used as 
grassland (Horablaga M. si Luminita 
Cojocariu, 2006). Among all factors that 
influence the grassland existence, the 
vegetation expresses in the most concrete and 
appropriate way the basic features of a 
grassland (Marusca T., 2001; Hubert F., Pierre 
P., 2003; Horablaga M., Luminiţa Cojocariu, 
2006).The goal of this paper is to try classifying 
the grasslands belonging to Nădrag locality 
and to demonstrate this classification basing on 
a mathematical analysis, taking into 
consideration several factors: grassland 

surface, land declivity (slope), general cover, specific 
cover, and the main plant species which compose the 
grassland vegetation. The study objective is 
represented by nine grassland surfaces belonging to 
Nădrag locality, placed at various altitudes between 
190-1370 m. Basing on the plant relevés, there were 
determined the grassland type and the percentage of 
the graminaceous, leguminoses and other various 
plants participating on the floristic composition of each 
grassland (Daget Ph., Poissonet J.; Kovacs J. Attila, 
1979). There was also determined the vegetation cover 
degree in order to make an overview on the grasslands 
put in discussion. Basing on a topographic analysis, we 
determined the precise surface of the plots, the land 
limits, altitude and slope for every single plot. Basing 
on all field data, we succeeded to enclose the nine 
studied grasslands in three classes and moreover we 
demonstrated those factors on which this classification 
is relying. There was performed a classification of the 
analyzed plots by Ward’s method in cluster analysis 
using the Euclidean distance. The plots P6, P7, P10A, 
P11C are in the same cluster and the parcel P9 is the 
closest to this cluster. The parcels P1B, P1C, P2B and 
P5B formed a new cluster. 
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INTRODUCTION  
Since 1928, Braun- Blanquet and Pavillard considered that the separately estimation 

of the abundance and dominance never can be applied, excepting the relative small surfaces, 
reason for why they proposed an indicator of abundance-dominance (AD) and a numerical 
system of evaluation. 

Dominance is that quantitative indicator through which can be estimated the surface 
occupied by the horizontal projection of the supra-terrestrial plant parts above the soil, in a well 
delimited area within a phytocoenosis. By its values, the dominance codifies the curdling 
degree of the vegetation, the ratio volume/surface of the photosynthesis apparatus for various 
plant species in the grassland. Referring to the projective surface of the supra-terrestrial plant 
parts, the dominance is also known under the name of covering degree, and within a 
phytocoenosis could be found the followings: the general covering meaning the projection of 
the supra-terrestrial plant parts of all species (sample surface); the specific covering which 
means the projection of all individuals belonging to a certain species within the area.       
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 MATERIAL AND METHODS 
This indicator AD was and still is the most used in the phytosociology practice, and 

the estimation system was improved by Tuxen and Ellenberg, which enounced the percentage 
values for each point on the scale, and also the value of the mean abundance-dominance 
(ADm).   

Knowing the value of each point on the scale, the estimation (in the case of grassland 
vegetation) is made regarding from above the sample area and estimating the proportion of its 
coverage realized by the supra-terrestrial parts of all plant individuals. Thus, it is obtained the 
value of the general abundance-dominance (or general coverage), which is noted in the 
observation form as percents. The next stage, more difficult and based on flora knowledge, 
consists of giving an AD index for every single plant, depending on coverage percentage 
realized by the supra-terrestrial projection of all individuals of the species. In this way it is 
estimated the specific coverage, whose totalized values must be close to that expressed by the 
general coverage.  

As method for taxonomic identification of the vegetation we used the geo-botanic 
method. After the sample area delimitation, it is realized the geo-botanic sheet. After recording 
the species in the sheets, each species will be characterized by the main features: abundance, 
dominance, frequency, and phenophase. Usually, the dominance and abundance are expressed 
associated (AD). After the geo-botanic sheets were realized, these are centralized and then 
grouped in associations and will be made the association table. The association is named after 
the name of one or two species dominant in the association by adding the suffix –etum to the 
genus name, and the name of the species is put in the genitive case ( HORABLAGA M., 
LUMINIŢA COJOCARIU, 2006). 

The statistical analysis had been perfomed using the package STATISTICA 8 [MEAD 
R., R.N. CURNOW and A.M. HASTED,2002; PETERSEN R.G.]. The cases taken in our statistical 
analysis were the plots P1B, P1C, P2B, P5B, P6, P7, P9, P10A, P11C from Nadrag. The 
variables Sha, Incl, ADg, Gram, Poa, Chrys, Agro, Fest, Lol were analyzed, and respectively 
the plot surface (ha), the plot slope, the general coverage of the plot, the percentage of the 
graminaceous, Poa pratensis, the percentage of the plot surface covered by Chrysopogon 
gryllus, , the percentage of the plot surface covered by Agrostis tenuis, the percentage of the 
plot surface covered by Festuca (ovina or valesiaca), the percentage of the plot surface 
covered by Lolium perenne. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The basic descriptive statistics are presented in Table 1 and the correlation matrix in 

Table 2.  It was observed very strong positive correlations between the variables Poa and Chrys 
(0,96), Agro and Fest (0,88), Agro and Lol (0,86). Strong negative correlations between the 
variables Poa and Agro (-0,6), Poa and Fest (-0,8), Chrys and Agro (-0,8), Chrys and Fest (-
0,9), Chris and Lol (-0,66), there was also noticed. 

The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) has been performed on the 9 variables for 
the reference group with 9 cases. The results of PCA are shown in Table 3 to Table 6 and 
Figure 1 to Figure 3. The eigenvalues of the correlation matrix, the percent of total variance, 
the cumulative eigenvalues, and the cumulative percent are shown in Table 3. There are 7 
eigenvalues arranged in decreasing order, indicating the importance of the respective factors in 
explaining the variation of the data. Let us observe (see Figure 1) that the largest eigenvalue 
(4,83) accounts for approximately 53,6% of the total variance and the second factor 
corresponding to the second eigenvalue (2,5) accounts for approximately 27,84% of the total 
variance, so the first and the second factors explain  approximately 81,5% cumulative variance. 
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Table 1  
The basic descriptive statistics 

 
 

Table 2 
The correlation matrix 

 
 

Table 3 
The cumulative percent 

 
 
Because the analysis is based on the correlation matrix, the results displayed in the 

Table 4 can be interpreted as the correlations of the respective variables with each factor. Thus, 
we can conclude that the first component (corresponding to the first eigenvalue) is the linear 
combination: 

Y1=0,005*Sha+0,07*Inc-0,28*ADg-0,34*Gram+ 
+0,33*Poa+0,40*Chrys-0,44*Agro-0,41*Fest-0,39*Lol 

and the second component (corresponding to the second eigenvalue) is the linear combination: 
Y2= 0,55*Sha-0,28*Inc-0,35*ADg-0,40* Gram - 
-0,42*Poa-0,29*Chrys-0,08*Agro-0,16*Fest-0,17*Lol. 
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Figure 1. The cumulative percent 

 
 

Table 4  
Eigenvectors of correlation matrix 

 
 

It can be noticed (see Table 5 and Figure 2) that the first factor is strongly positive 
correlated with the variables Poa and Chrys, and strongly negative correlated with the variables 
Agro, Fest, Lol. The second factor is strongly positive correlated with the variable Sha and 
negative correlated with Poa, Chrys and even Incl, ADg, Gram. The circle in the Figure 2 
provides a visual indication (scale) of how well each variable is represented by the factors Y1 
and Y2 ; the closer a variable in this plot is located to the unit circle, the better is its 
representation by the current coordinate system. One interesting result shown in Figure 2 is that 
the variables are clustering, another proof of the highly correlation between the variables in the 
same cluster.   
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Table 5  

 
 

 
 

Figure 2 . Projection of the variables on the factor plane 
 
 

Table 6 reveals the coordinates of the observations corresponding to the new factors 
associated with the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the correlation matrix. It can be noticed the 
relevance of the two first coordinates.  
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Table 6 

 
 
 

The projection of the observations on the plane determined by the two first factors Y1 
and Y2 is shown in Figure 3. It can be noticed the similarity of P6, P7, P11C, P10A, and also 
P1B, P1C, P2B and P5B. This similarity had been also highlighted by another method (see 
Figure 4).  

 

 
Figure 3. Projection of the cases on the factor plane 

 
It was performed a classification of the analyzed beet genotypes by Ward’s method in 

cluster analysis using the Euclidean distance. The genotype plots P6, P7, P10A, P11C are in 
the same cluster and the plot P9 is the closest to this cluster (see Figure 4). The plots P1B, P1C, 
P2B and P5B formed a new cluster.  
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Figure 4. Tree Diagram for 9 cases 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
It was observed (see Table 2 and Figure 2) a very strong positive linear correlation 

between the percentage of the plot surface covered by Poa pratensis and the percentage of the 
plot surface covered by Chrysopogon gryllus, the percentage of the plot surface covered by 
Agrostis tenuis and the percentage of the plot surface covered by Festuca sp., the percentage of 
the plot surface covered by Agrostis tenuis the percentage of the plot surface covered by 
Lolium perenne. 

A strong negative linear correlation has been observed between the percentage of the 
plot surface covered by Poa pratensis and the percentage of the plot surface covered by 
Agrostis tenuis, the percentage of the plot surface covered by Poa pratensis and the percentage 
of the plot surface covered by Festuca sp., the percentage of the plot surface covered by 
Chrysopogon gryllus and the percentage of the plot surface covered by Agrostis tenuis, the 
percentage of the plot surface covered by Chrysopogon gryllus and the percentage of the plot 
surface covered by Festuca sp., and respectively the percentage of the plot surface covered by 
Chrysopogon gryllus and the percentage of the plot surface covered by Lolium perenne. A 
visual evidence of the correlations mentioned above is also the clustering trend noticed in 
Figure 2.  

 By the Ward’s method in cluster analysis using the Euclidean distance (see Figure 4), 
the similarities between the plots P1B, P1C, P2B,P5B , and the similarities between P6, P7, 
P10A, P11C were pointed out. 

Basing on all field data, we succeeded to enclose the nine studied grasslands in three 
classes and moreover we demonstrated those factors on which this classification is relying.  
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